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Markets are on alert in a week that could see more great insights from the gods of central banking on high. Investors seem 
a little spooked with the MSCI emerging markets index off 4% in the last eight trading days, while currency volatility has picked 
up as the US dollar has strengthened. And yet despite these minor ructions, there remains a deeper sense of calm. It is the sort of 
quiescence born of insiders’ knowledge that the nature of financial markets has changed, and in a way that favors them.

In the past, money sat at the center of the economic system. When money was created, it moved slowly through the real 
economy toward the fringes where assets were located. Too much money caused a bull market; too little and we got the reverse. 
Now asset prices sit at the center of the system and money is relegated to the periphery. Every right-minded person knows the 
main role of a central bank is to create sufficient money to stop asset prices going down, because if this can be achieved then a 
little of that elixir may just flow into the real economy and create growth.

Indeed, talk to a central banker, preferably a retired one, and they will admit that they have one long term goal which is to 
stop asset prices from going down the following week. This is because so much debt is linked to these assets that should prices 
start to fall then the mother of all margin calls would materialize. Most central bankers have read Irving Fisher’s great 1934 tome 
The Debt Deflation Theory of Great Depressions and they don’t want something similar starting on their watch.

To achieve the desired results, central banks have bought bucket loads of government bonds, on the simple idea that if the 
anchor rate was pulled down, then all rates would follow including the discount rate used to value long-dated assets, and thus 
the value of the said assets would go up. In the case of equities, the particular traits of investors in these markets has meant that 
central bankers could play a more indirect role.

Today, most money managers can be described as having five core beliefs, or at least operating principles: (i) it is not certain 
that central banks can control asset prices forever and it could end in tears; (ii) I am one of the few investors smart enough to 
understand this; (iii) most other money managers are dumb enough (especially the indexers) to believe that central banks really 
can control asset prices; (iv) so despite being very smart, and knowing better, I have to keep buying shares, but (v) because I am 

Checking The Boxes
Our short take on the latest news

                 Fact                                    Consensus belief               GK Research reaction 

Better than 5.0 expected; 
but lowest since 2012

Signals slowing GDP; 2Q at
–0.2% Quarter-over-Quarter 
may have been a blip but 
growth likely to stay weak

Core CPI shows decent 
demand; wages still weak 
but should rise later in year, 
extending recovery

It would be another selective
easing; short term liquidity 
injections have little impact on 
economy

Germany’s ZEW investor

expectations index fell to 

6.9 in Sep, from 8.6 in Aug

UK CPI slowed to 1.5% 

Year-over-Year in Aug, from 
1.6% in July

Media reports that the 

People’s Bank of China will 

inject 500bn yuan into top 
5 banks via standing lending 
facility (not yet official)

It would be a short-term 
liquidity injection as the 
maturity of standing lending 
facility is less than 3 months

How To Game A Rigged Market
Charles Gave

As expected; core CPI rose 
1.9%, from 1.8%

Canada manufacturing 

sales rose 2.5% Month-

over-Month in July, from 
0.9% in June

Stronger than expected 
1.1%; surpassed the 
previous peak in July 2008

The trend is clearly positive;
Canada mfg activity continues 
to track the US recovery
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very smart, I will see ahead of the others when the time is right to get out, and in any case I have some very good risk control 
systems which will kick in and prevent me suffering too huge a loss.

The astute reader will have recognized a sophisticated version of the prisoner’s dilemma taken from game theory; i.e., the 
system continues to work so long as nobody breaks the rules. However, to escape the dilemma in good shape, it is necessary to 
be the first one to break the rules.

The implicit reasoning in this assumption is that if the investor cannot be first out then they can at least be second or third. 
However, such a stance rests upon two key assumptions that are less than rock solid.

• The money manager in question has the insight or the algorithms to get out of the market in good time, and this early 
warning system will be different from the system used by rivals. We saw this proposition tested in 1987 and the results were not 
pretty. When the sell notices all kick in at the same time, there will be no exit.

• Markets will remain open and will be tradable. I recall that in October 1987 that the Hong Kong stock market simply closed 
its doors for four days and when it did re-open prices were not the same.

In short, it may make sense to stay invested, but we have reached a point where protection against an untidy denouement to 
the present market phase should be built into the construction of a portfolio. It is not enough to rely on a protection that will be 
executed in response to price signals.

In constructing what Nassim Taleb would call a “non-fragile” portfolio my simple recommendation would be to remain long 
US bonds and short-dated dim sum bonds. Those wanting to maintain an equity component to the portfolio should stick with 
Asian and US shares.

It should be noted that a 50/50 portfolio of long-dated US treasuries and short-dated dim sum bonds has outperformed the 
S&P 500 since November 2013 by a solid 4%, and with much lower volatility. When a very defensive portfolio starts to outperform 
the best stock market in the world, it is seldom good news. 

Test Your Knowledge

The entity known as the United Kingdom could be about to vote itself out of existence, but which of its institutions would 
appear to be in ruder health than ever?

a)  Universities
b)  Football teams
c)  The National Health Service

Answer: a) Universities. British universities have grabbed four of the top six spots in the well regarded QS ranking table of 
global universities for 2014. White MIT remains top dog, Cambridge grabbed the 2nd spot from Harvard, which slid to 4th place 
behind Imperial College London. Oxford came in 5th and University College London was 6th. The US remains the dominant nation 
in the rump of the top 20, although the UK grabbed 16th and 17th with Kings College London and, ahem, Edinburgh. The issue of 
Scottish educational excellence came into sharp focus in recent days after an acrimonious spat between the Scottish Nationalist 
Party leader, Alex Salmond and the principal of St. Andrews University. Professor Louise Richardson reportedly said that Scotland 
could not remain a top tier academic center if it went independent. Salmond got into hot water by reportedly calling her and 
demanding that she retract the statement, which she refused to do.  
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http://www.theguardian.com/higher-education-network/ng-interactive/2014/sep/16/-sp-qs-world-university-rankings-2014

